New Findings on the Underlying Neural Mechanism of Emotion Induced by Frightening Music

In the current issue of The Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Zhang et al. reported their novel finding that monoamine receptor changes can be triggered rapidly by frightening music (1). Using a PET receptor imaging approach, they investigated monoamine receptor changes induced by frightening music in healthy volunteers. Monoamine receptor antagonist $^{11}$C-N-methyl-spiperone ($^{11}$C-NMSP) decreased in the limbic and paralimbic regions but increased in the cerebral cortex. Their results provided new and important insights into the underlying mechanism, on the synaptic level, for the correlation between emotion and frightening music.

Although people often disagree on what music they like, there is always agreement that frightening music tends to be scary (3). Frightening music is effective in inducing fear, which can rapidly arouse emotions in listeners that mimic those from actual life-threatening experiences. Those violent feelings of fear can arouse deeply memorable impressions and even create psychologic trauma, possibly contributing to anxiety disorders. In scary movies, music and sound effects are widely used to enhance the feeling of fear and anxiety. Although our emotional responses to music may be conditioned by memory, the ability to recognize the emotional character of musical excerpts is remarkably consistent across listeners, independent of music education, as reported by Bigand et al. (4). Furthermore, as these authors pointed out, the emotional appraisal of the subtle structural aspects of music can be immediate. Less than a quarter of a second of music is sufficient to elicit reliable emotional judgments. Extremely fast-acting processes are typically observed in response to biologically important stimuli. The fact that short musical extracts can arouse similar emotional responses in every human being, with rapid onset and with little awareness, qualifies such experiences as reflexes (5).

The study by Zhang et al. (1) has given us the basis to fully explore the changes in monoamine receptors, including dopamine receptor 2 ($D_{2}$) and 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2A (5-HT$_{2A}$), induced by frightening music. First, $^{11}$C-NMSP binding significantly decreased bilaterally in the caudate nucleus region, indicating that frightening music triggers downregulation of postsynaptic $D_{2}$. This result, together with results from previous studies, suggested that the caudate nucleus is involved in a wide range of emotional processes evoked by music (6,7). Second, $^{11}$C-NMSP binding in the right amygdala increased significantly in response to frightening music. The amygdala is considered the most important structure—it receives the information and determines the significance of the stimuli and triggers emotional responses (8). Third, Zhang et al. (1) found increased $^{11}$C-NMSP binding in the frontal, temporal, and occipital cortices when comparing the baseline condition with the frightening-music condition, indicating that the amygdala receives frightening-music stimuli from the limbic and paralimbic systems and then sends its afferents to the cortex. Within the cortex, the stimuli are analyzed using information from many parts of the brain, and a message is sent back down to the amygdala; in return, the amygdala reacts to stimuli and triggers physiologic responses. The metaanalysis of emotional processing revealed that the amygdala not only is activated during the fear condition in healthy subjects but also is related to the emotional neurocircuit in anxiety disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder, social anxiety disorder, and phobias (8). The current study provided further evidence at the receptor level and indicated that frightening music triggers functional regulation of monoamine receptors. These findings will help us to determine the mechanism by which the brain responds to fear and gain a better understanding of anxiety disorders, thus enabling us to develop and implement preventive and treatment interventions for anxiety disorders that will reduce the risk that dis-
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The article by Zhang et al. (1) describes the first PET study of postsynaptic monoamine receptor changes in healthy volunteers in response to frightening music. Although the study includes a relatively small number of subjects, it nevertheless introduces an important finding—that is, frightening music triggers rapid changes in brain monoamine receptors. The authors are to be congratulated for bringing these novel findings to our attention, and we look forward to further dialogue on the continuing interesting research in the coming years.
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